
FEATURES
 � Data extraction: Automatic 100% accurate line-item data 

extraction in real-time. Extract product codes, product 
descriptions, quantity and unit price.

 � Intelligent rules automation: Automatically assign line items 
with GL codes, tax rates, categories, classes, departments and 
more. Split line-items between multiple GL and tax codes.

 � Robust approvals workflow: Customisable and intuitive approval 
workflow. Route bills to the relevant approvers automatically 
and immediately.

 � Inventory sync: Export stock data to inventory systems to 
share 100% accurate stock data, removing double data entry.

 � Price checking: automatically price check every product 
purchased against agreed supplier pricing.

 � Supplier statement reconciliation: reconcile all your bills against 
your supplier statements in a couple of clicks in Lightyear.

 � Group structures: create group structures for all your business 
entities and locations. Link them all together with parent/child 
relationships.

 � Transparent pricing: all features of Lightyear included in all credit 
plans. Unlimited number of users and unlimited number of 
companies.
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LIGHTYEAR
Automation and Approval Management Application

What is it?  
Lightyear provides 100% accurate line-item data extraction in real-time from bills, a robust approvals 
workflow, inventory sync and document archive. Integrated with accountancy and inventory systems 
to automate the transfer of 100% accurate data. Increase speed, accuracy and collaboration across your 
teams.

RSM Digital Price
$0.60

per credit (GST inc.)

Regular Retail Price
$0.83

per credit (GST inc.)*
* When you buy the minimum amount of credits 

from Lightyear

Find out more at  
www.lightyear.cloud/features

Pricing 

INTEGRATIONS

*Managed Subscription Services are provided to clients of RSM 
by RSM Digital Australia Pty Ltd ABN 53 619 724 551. Subject to 
terms and conditions.

Credits will be charged to your Cloud Club™ account 
once per quarter and you will receive a tax invoice 
outlining the number of credits used.

How do I sign up?
If you have any questions regarding Lightyear feel free to get in 
touch with us at digital@rsm.com.au

http://www.rsm.com.au
http://www.lightyear.cloud/features

